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                    Rated: Excellent 4.44 (139 reviews)

                    
                

                
                    Investing made simple, bring your goals to life.

                

                
                    


                    
                        Take our 1 minute quiz. Tell us about your needs and goals. We'll create an investment plan that's right for you.
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                        How it works. Tell us a bit about yourself and get a personalised investment plan.
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                                    Answer a few simple questions about your needs and goals.
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                                Get a personalised investment plan

                                
                                    We'll provide you with a recommended investment portfolio to match your goal.
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                                    Complete the application and we'll handle all the investing for you.
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            Real people achieving real goals.

            Discover how our diversified portfolios are helping individuals and families achieve their financial goals.
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                    Investing in my kid’s future

                    Annelise P.
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                My three children received a generous gift from a family member, with the intention it be used for future tertiary study or travel. I investigated a range of investment options, seeking something with strong returns, a solid reputation, an investment that I didn't have to manage on a day-to-day basis, yet a simple investment process. My research led me to InvestSMART.

                I knew the funds would be invested for around 10 years for each of the children, so with discussion with the kids about "risk appetite" they came to understand that some investments will see fluctuations in return, but over the length of the investment would help their investment grow. The information provided by InvestSmart was easy for them to understand, and they were comfortable interpreting the graphics for each type of portfolio. I really valued the kids having input and awareness of where their funds were going to be invested, so they could use this understanding to start dreaming of the opportunities this generous gift would provide them.

                Occasionally they will each check in to see if the value of what they have has grown. Two of them now have casual jobs and can easily add funds to their portfolio, knowing that their savings are growing towards a big goal for their future.

                In terms of set up, the account opening process was very straightforward. I was well supported throughout, and was able to speak to a real person to answer any of my questions. Monitoring the investments under one umbrella login has also made the management much easier for me.

                Whilst the last year or two of investing has been a rollercoaster, we have received ample, easy to understand information explaining market volatility, the security of longer term investing which helped us all feel safer in staying the course.
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                    Investing for my children

                    Paul L.
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                The investment portfolios we have setup for my 3 children was funded by their uncle. He has recently retired and really wanted to do something that would benefit them when they are much older. My kids are aged 10,8,6.

                With my help we both decided that an aggressive growth orientated portfolio over a 10-20 time horizon would bring the most benefit.

                The online process with InvestSMART was incredibly easy, definitely not what I was expecting.
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                    Investing for my grandchildren

                    Cheryl S.
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                I wanted to help secure my grandchildren’s future. I chose investments for the longer term and I don’t have to worry about the state of the markets. Volatility isn’t a major concern because I know what goes down will more than likely come up. By having individual share and trying to watch the market has become too hard for me now.

                Happy for someone else to do it.
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                    Investing for my retirement

                    David V.
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                I’ve always managed my own investments and the investments of my aging mother. However, while I enjoy keeping a sharp eye on share market investments (mostly via Intelligent Investor) I honestly find analysing the less sexy investments of property, fixed interest, bonds and cash a chore.

                Investsmart’s ready made portfolios provided via the PMA has allowed me to ‘outsource’ the dull bits of investing to experts, who charge a very reasonable fee for this service.

                Using portfolio manager and the InvestSMART’s PMA I have over time been rebalancing my portfolio so it is not one hundred percent in ASX listed stocks but is a portfolio that will help me achieve a financially secure retirement with lower risk and more consistent returns.
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                    Investing for my future

                    Chris P.
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                I started buying and selling shares based on my research with some success. But in reality, it was more luck than anything.

                I had always watched Alan Kohler on the ABC and decided that any company he is associated with must be good.

                In about 2012. I subscribed to Eureka Report and InvestSMART. I read their recommendations, and also did a lot more research into the Australian system of super and investment.

                I managed to keep our funds growing whilst withdrawing some living expenses and after consolidation paid off any housing loans we had.

                The GFC set us back a bit, but my wife decided to go back to work full time as a teacher. So her salary helped regain some of the losses.

                As time went on I decided that it was a good idea to get InvestSMART to do the research and instead of me just following their recommendations, to buy into their funds that follow their own advice.

                It saves me time and it's good to know that InvestSMART watches the markets and adjusts accordingly.

                It works for me!

                It gives me a measure of reassurance, because I trust InvestSMART’s decisions. I believe in their integrity and expertise. Especially in bad market downturns, which I try to see as opportunities.

                I believe that between InvestSMART and I our funds are in reasonably safe hands. This strategy saves money and time.

                I/we can enjoy our retirement with sufficient funds to travel overseas and tour our wonderful country in a caravan. We have done about 150k km around Australia and are still finding new and wonderful things to see and do. And our funds are still growing quite well.

                Thanks to InvestSMART and Alan Kohler, Mitchell Sneddon, and every person in the organisation.

                I have nothing but praise for the service, the information and quick responses to stupid questions and requests I make from time to time.

                Eureka Report is compulsory reading every Saturday morning!

                Great job guys.

            

        

    





    
        
            Goal focused. Having a goal in mind will help you make better financial decisions.
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                                        Invest for any of life’s moments

                                        
                                            Whether you're aiming for a short-term goal like an amazing holiday or a long-term goal like building wealth, we have expert-built investment portfolios tailored just for you.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        More life, less admin

                                        
                                            Set your wealth journey to automate. We take care of the little things that matter a lot, like asset allocation, rebalancing, and dividend reinvestment.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Modern portfolios for modern investors

                                        
                                            Diversified ETF portfolios designed to maximise returns, while reducing risk to a level you're comfortable with.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Low cost investing

                                        
                                            Investing shouldn't be expensive. Our low capped fees helps you keep more of your returns.
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                                        Retirement + SMSFs

                                        
                                            Plan for the life you want in retirement. We have expert built investments tailored for your goals.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        More life, less admin

                                        
                                            No paperwork, stock picking or stress. We manage the trading, rebalancing, reinvestment, and income distribution so you can get on with your life.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Diversified ETF portfolios

                                        
                                            Diversification can reduce or increase the level of risk and return you're comfortable with. Our portfolios are spread across Australian, global, bonds and property ETFs.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Capped fees

                                        
                                            Investing for retirement shouldn't be expensive. Our fees are capped at $550 p.a so you earn more money in the long term.
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                                        Buying a home

                                        
                                            Saving for a home or an investment property? A diversified investment portfolio can help you reach your goal faster.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Increasing property prices

                                        
                                            A diversified ETF portfolio can help your deposit stay on track with rising property prices.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Built for market highs and lows

                                        
                                            Portfolios that get your money working hard for capital growth, while reducing risk as you save for a home deposit.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Low cost investing

                                        
                                            Keep more of your returns with low fees. We offer capped fee investments, helping you earn more.
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                                        Investing for children

                                        
                                            Set your kids up for financial success by investing early for them.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Designed for long term success

                                        
                                            The sooner you start investing, the better off they'll be. Watch their investments grow online together.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Diversified ETF portfolios

                                        
                                            Our exchange traded fund portfolios provide access to a huge range of investments including Australian shares, international shares and bonds for long-term capital growth.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Low fees

                                        
                                            Investing for children shouldn't be expensive. Starting at $55 p.a and capped at $550 p.a. our fees are low so they can earn more.
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        Invest with us. Explore our low-cost diversified ETF portfolios.

        Investing in a portfolio of exchange traded funds (ETFs) is a low-cost way to spread your money across different industries, countries and asset classes.
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                                Suggested timeframe: {{ i.timeframe || 'N/A' }}

                                Risk profile: {{ i.riskRating || 'N/A' }}

                                Strategy: {{ i.description || 'N/A' }}
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                    What our members say about us

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            We’re here to help you achieve your financial goals
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                            Effie Zahos

                            Effie is one of Australia’s leading personal finance commentators with more than two decades of experience helping Australians make the most of their money. A regular money expert on Channel 9’s Today Show and on radio around Australia, Effie is also the author of The Great $20 Adventure and A Real Girl’s Guide to Money and Ditch the Debt and Get Rich.
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                                Entrepreneur

                                Money expert
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                            Paul Clitheroe, AM

                            Paul has 37 years of investment experience and is regarded one of Australia's leading "money" experts. From 1993 to 2002, Paul hosted the popular Channel 9 program Money and now currently writes for newspapers across Australia, is a frequent guest expert on Australia's major television networks and radio.

                            Paul is Chairman of The Australian Government Financial Literacy Board and Money Magazine. He also holds the Chair of Financial Literacy at Macquarie University.
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                            Alan Kohler, AM

                            Alan has been covering business and markets as a financial journalist for 48 years, including two stints as the Financial Review’s Chanticleer columnist and periods as editor of The Age and the AFR. He also started Eureka Report in 2005 and Business Spectator in 2007.

                            As well as being Editor-in-Chief of InvestSMART Group, Alan is currently finance presenter on ABC News, Business Editor at Large of The Australian, presenter of the Talking Business channel on Qantas radio and an adjunct professor in the business faculty at Victoria University.
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                                    {{ twilioFailed ? 'SMS Code Failed to Send…' : 'Enter verification code' }}

                                    
                                        Please enter the 5 digit verification code sent to "{{user.DayPhone}}" Change number
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                                {{ completedStep1 ? 'Authentication & Security' : content.trialHeading.replace('{0}', user.FirstName) }}

                                Please enter your mobile number and press send to receive a text message with a verification code.
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                Please untick this box when using a public or shared device
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                Two-Factor Authentication

                
                    
                        {{mfaTokenResponseText}}
                    

                

                
                    
                        The code you entered is incorrect. Please try again.

                    

                

                Please use your Authenticator mobile application to generate a one-time code & enter it below.

                We have sent a one-time code via SMS/text to your registered mobile phone. Please enter the code below.

                
                    
                        
                        
                            Verification code is required.
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                            Your membership to InvestSMART Group recently failed to renew.

                            

                            Please make sure your payment details are up to date to continue your membership.

                            

                            Having trouble renewing?

                            Please contact Member Services on support@investsmart.com.au or 1300 880 160

                        

                        
                            You've recently updated your payment details. 

                            It may take a few minutes to update your subscription details, during this time you will not be able to view locked content. 

                            

                            If you are still having trouble viewing content after 10 minutes, try logging out of your account and logging back in.

                            

                            Still having trouble viewing content?

                            Please contact Member Services on support@investsmart.com.au or 1300 880 160
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                    	Verify your email address by clicking on the link we sent to {{user.Email}}
	You now have free access, we look forward to helping you on your financial journey.
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                            IMPORTANT: This information is general financial product advice only and you should consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (PDS),  Financial Services Guide (FSG), Target Market Determination (TMD) or seek professional advice before making any investment decision. The PDS for financial products offered through InvestSMART can be downloaded from this website or obtained by contacting 1300 880 160.


    * InvestSMART’s capped management fees (capped at $550 p.a.) do not include indirect cost ratio charged by ETF providers nor brokerage.  Indirect Costs are estimated to be between 0.09% - 0.30% p.a. depending on the portfolio.  For more information about fees and costs, please see the Product Disclosure Statement and Investment Menu.


    # Performance figures are after management and admin fees excl. brokerage and assuming dividends re-invested and no withdrawals. Performance figures for periods greater than one year are annualised and presented as "per annum" values. The peer comparison figures have been sourced from Morningstar data and is therefore limited to the funds and investment products included in their database. This may not include all funds available for retail investment in Australia. The peer calculation is inclusive of admin and management fees; excludes brokerage and no withdrawals have been made. InvestSMART cannot determine whether or not franking has been included, nor if dividends have been reinvested. Historical performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.


    ^ Only funds and investment products included in the Morningstar Australia database are available for fee and performance comparison. This may not include all funds available for retail investment in Australia. Only funds with > three year returns were included in any fee comparison, and were compared to Morningstar’s nominated benchmark. Fees are calculated by Morningstar as the average over 10 years. Whilst every care has been taken in producing these numbers, InvestSMART does not guarantee the accuracy of the figures produced in the table. Fee data may not include all costs being charged such as platform and adviser fees. For the effect of fees on your cumulative returns, please see our report How Fees Can Destroy Your Wealth.


    ^^ The performance figures for the Intelligent Investor Income and Growth Model Portfolios are since inception on 1 August 2001 using theoretical buys and sells without brokerage and management fees until 1 July 2015. After the 1 July 2015 performance figures (after fees and brokerage) were recorded from the Separately Managed Accounts that mirrored these models. After 18 June 2019 performance figures (after fees and brokerage) have been recorded from the Australian Equity Income ETF (ASX: INIF) which mirrors the Income Model and after 5 October 2020 performance figures (after fees and brokerage) have been recorded from the Australian Equity Growth ETF (ASX: IIGF) which mirrors the Growth Model. Past performance may not be a reliable indicator of future performance.

                
                    Copyright © 1999-2024 InvestSMART Financial Services Pty Ltd. All rights reserved | Australian Financial Services Licensee: AFSL # 226435 | ABN 70 089 038 531 | Financial Services Guide
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                Investing Made Simple

                From finding the right portfolio to rebalancing your existing portfolio, we've got you covered.
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                                        Time is the most critical aspect of investing. Before continuing you need to consider what is your investment goal and how long before you wish to achieve it.
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